The Academy of Rehabilitative Audiology (ARA) each summer holds an Institute for members of the Academy and others interested in rehabilitative/ rehabilitative audiology. The major theme for each Institute is determined by the Executive Committee. An attempt is made to address issues that are presently before the profession of audiology. The major theme for the 1985 ARA Summer Institute was: Application of Computer Technology to Rehabilitative Audiology. This Institute was held at Watts Bar Dam, Tennessee, June 6-9, 1984. Information about the 1985 AKA Summer Institute is provided below.

1985 AKA Summer Institute
Lake Arrowhead, California
June 12-15

Theme:
Amplification: Validation of Performance

Contact:
Sharon Fujikawa
10 Goldstone
Irvine, California 92714
 Psi Iota Xi

Psi Iota Xi is a national philanthropic sorority with approximately 7,000 members in 132 chapters. The organization contributes time and financial support to numerous training and service programs related to communication disorders of children and adults. The Academy of Rehabilitative Audiology expresses sincere appreciation to the members of Psi Iota Xi for their contributions to and concerns for hearing-impaired individuals.
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Printing
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HONORS OF THE ACADEMY

Award of Honor
Certificate of Appreciation

SPECIAL HISTORICAL REPORT

The Academy of Rehabilitative Audiology: 1966-1976, Gretchen Mahlmark

PRESENTATIONS — 1994 SUMMER INSTITUTE

Glossary of Selected Computer Terms, Walter A. Aaron
How to Intimidate Computer Salespeople, J.C. Cooper, Jr.
ABSTRACT: An Abstract Filing and Retrieval System, J.C. Cooper, Jr. and Richard S. Cooper
Instructions for Software Evaluation, William C. Roche-Jackson
A Database Management System for the Communication Profile for the Hearing Impaired, Margery E. Davis and Sue Ann Eshelman
Flash-Evoked Potentials and Ageing in Older Adults, Sharon A. Lesser and Sharon A. Sandridge

CONTRIBUTED PAPERS

A Review of Current Terminology Used in Oral Education and Signing, Frank Carcagone and William Novell
Perceptions of Oral Adults Regarding Audiological and Audiology Services, Fanny A. Behling and Beaure Muato-Lang

INVITATION TO MEMBERSHIP

Membership Application Form